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When an atom ie ionized in an inner shell, it may
discharge its excess energy in the form of X-rays and
the fraction of ionized atoms which so reorganize is
termed the fluorescence yield, CD , for the shell in
which the initial vacancy occurred. This phenomenon
has been extensively studied since the early years of
the present century (e.g. Barkla and Sadler, 1909,
Beatty, 1911) and though it soon became clear that the
emission of X-rays was not the only process whereby an
ionized atom could emit its excess energy, it was not
until 1925 that Auger showed that an alternative pro¬
cess was available, in the successive ejection of elec¬
trons fro® outer shells. The fraction of atoms which
reorganize in this fashion is termed the Auger yield,
A , and since the sua of the two yields is unity a
measurement of one uniquely determines the other.
The fluorescence yield is of interest not only for
the detailed interpretation of X-ray spectra but also
for the elucidation of many problems arising in the
field of radioactivity. The most extensive investi¬
gations made have been connected with the K shell
fluorescence yield,^ , for which data are now available
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for practically every element. Much less information
has been obtained on the L shell fluorescence yield
where the situation is complicated by the appearance
of other phenomena and also by the fact that itself
is a function of the method of producing the initial
ionization. It is with the L-shell fluorescence yield
that this thesis is chiefly concerned.
In discussing the experimental work which has been
performed on the topic of fluorescence yields we may
conveniently divide the experiments into two groups
depending on whether the observations have been made on
the X-rays or on the Auger electrons. Although the
bulk of the information available has been obtained by
the direct observation of the fluorescence yield never¬
theless a greater variety of methods for measuring the
Auger yield has appeared corresponding to the greater
number of methods available for detecting and measuring
electrons as opposed to X-rays.
One of the earliest and most direct methods for
measuring the fraction of atoms reorganising with the
emission of electrons, consisted in counting the number
of paired tracks appearing in cloud-chamber photographs
of the type studied by Auger (1925) in his original
discovery of the Auger effect. The initial excitation
of the gaseous atoms was made using a colllmated beam
of X-rays, and comparison of the number of paired tracks
and ordinary photoelectron tracks gave the desired in¬
formation.
A method similar in principle is the photographic
emulsion technique as used by Germain (1950) to measure
211
the fluorescence yield of Po , by Impregnating the
photographic plates with At2*1. 60 % of At211 decays
211
to Po by electron capture with a half-life of 7.5
hours, while Po2^ decays to Pb20^ by a-disintegration
0.52 -V5
with a half-life of (jj x 10 sec.). Since the a-deeay
211
of Po occurs with such a short half-life, any elec¬
tron capture is followed Immediately by an a-particle
211
from Po. The origins of a-particle tracks in the
211
emulsion locate the Po atoms ionized in an inner
211
shell and by counting the number of Po a-tracks and
the number of tracks which have at their origins an
electron track of energy corresponding to a K-Auger
electron it is possible to estimate the proportion of
atoms that have reorganized by an Auger process. The
211
tracks of the remaining kO% of At , which decays
by a-disintegration to can be distinguished by
the range difference, and the correction due to L-
capture applied.
Fluorescent yields may also be obtained for gases
by using a proportional counter for electron detection
and measurement (Curran, Angus and Cockroft, 19h9t
and West and Rothwell, 1950). When an exciting X-ray
is absorbed by the X-ehell of the counter gas and the
atom reorganizes by means of an Auger transition, the
full energy E of the incident X-radiation is dissipated
in the counter. When the atom reorganizes with the
emission of K series X-radlation, however, a large
proportion of the radiation will escape from the counter
provided the pressure in it is not too high. The K-
shell fluorescence yield of the counter gas la deter¬
mined from the relative intensities of the two peaks in
the pulse height distribution, one caused by the photo-
electron alone and the other by the photoelectron ac¬
companied by an Auger electron. This method has been
extended to the solid material by Harrison et al. (1955)
using radioactive sources of Zn6^ and Sn13'5. Zn^
65
decays to Cu by electron capture and positron emission
(EC 98.5^» A* 1'5'A) with a half-life of 245 days.
65
Cu atoms with a vacancy in the K-shell reorganize
either by X-ray or Auger electron emission producing
two peaks in the pulse-height spectrum of 8 keV and
6.8 keV corresponding to the energies of the K X-rays
and the X Auger electrons. By correcting for the
counter efficiencies for the K. X-ray and Auger electrons,
65
the K-shell fluorescence yield of Cu? is obtained.
Another method of measuring the fluorescence yield
of a gas, observing the change of ionization at the
critical frequency, is that first used by Martin (1927).
The principle of the method is as follows. An ionization
chamber is filled vsdth the gas under investigation, and
when a parallel beam of X-raya of known intensity is
passed through the ionization chamber, the ionization
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current can be calculated with a knowledge of the
absorption Jump ratio and the absorption coefficient®
Just above and below the K critical frequency. An
observation of the ionization at a frequency Just above
the critical frequency, which exceeds the calculated
ionization due to the Auger electrons, gives a measure
of the Auger effect. An assumption has been made here
that all the K X-rays produced by the gas escape from
the chamber.
The magnetic spectrometer has also been employed
in the measurement of fluorescence yields of elements
of high atomic number (Bergstrom and Thulin, 1950 i
Broyles et al., 1953). In this case the result is ob¬
tained by a direct comparison of the intensities of
Auger and conversion electrons following the internal
conversion of a Y -ray.
If the reorganization process is studied by
measuring the intensity of the characteristic radiation
rather than that of the Auger electrons, the most direct
method consists in the use of an ionization chamber to
compare the ionization current due to the fluorescent
radiation with the ionization current due to the excit¬
ing beam. Most of the early results on the fluorescent
yields have been obtained by this method.
The solid angle difference method was first intro¬
duced by Eoos (1954), who used an Sal (Ti) crystal
scintillation counter to detect the X-rays. The sample
-6-
In the form of a foil was pressed in contact with the
Nal (Tl) crystal so that the fluorescent radiation,
excited by well eollimated X-rays, emitting iootropically
from the foil had an effective solid angle of 2 1
against the crystal. The foil could be removed to a
distance from the crystal but still in the path of the
collimated beam of X-rays, where the solid angle sub¬
tended by the sample was negligibly sraall while the
intensity of the exciting beam remained the same. By
subtracting the latter spectrum frees the former, the
intensity of the IC X-ray emitted by the sample could be
calculated. The initial vacancy produced in the K-shell,
was calculated with the help of K photoelectric absorp¬
tion coefficient, the total absorption coefficient, the
absorption jump ratio and the number of photons in the
direct beam.
Calibrated Geiger-Muller counters have been used
for detecting fluorescent radiation from elements ex¬
cited following radioactive decay, the energy of the
radiation being determined by absorption method (Kinsey,
19h8b). The number of initial vacancies was determined
by measuring either the *- or the ft -disintegration
rate.
Several sumaaries of the magnitude of the K Auger
effect have been published. The summaries of \rends
(1936) and Baekhurst (1936) for example, cover the
-7-
oonteEiporttry data on fluorescence yields very well but
do not Include any measurements on the heavy elements,
the complete anyuaraartes of Burhop (1952) and Broyles et
al» (1953) include the collected data on elements of
atomic number greater than 56. Hscently a new and
6
collet© auusaary has been given by Gray (1955) and Roos
(1957) has reviewed the data available for the heaviest
elements.
Theoreticals The first attempt to outline a theory
of the Auger effect was by wentsel (192?). who, using
a two-electron atom of high nuclear charge, was able to
show that the reciprocal of the life-time of a K-shell
vacancy, with rscpaot to an Auger transition in which
an t electron is emitted, should b« independent of Z,
Since the reciprocal of the effective life-time of an
excited K state with respect to radiation of x-rays la
approximately proportional to z\ the K-shell
fluorescence yield, may be expressed by the equation
» zV(* ♦ 2^5 ,
where k is a constant. Such an expression, however,
can only be qualitatively correct because any complete
and accurate theory of the Auger effect must be based
on a proper theory of quantum electrodynamics since the
effect Involves the interaction of several electrons
rather than only two.
-8-
Calculations of the fluorescence yield have been
made by Burhop (1935) and Fincherle (19355 using a non-
relativistic theory and by Massey and Burhop (1935)
using a relativist!© theory. In these calculations,
hydrogen-like single electron wave functions were used,
the effective nuclear charge being determined by the
application of Slater*s rules (1930). The use of
screened, hydrogen-like wave functions in the relativist-
ie calculations increases the calculated Auger pro¬
bability for elements of high atomic number. Relativist-
ic effects are of some importance even for elements of
atomic number as low as k7» When allowance is made for
screening and relativlstic effects the variation with
Z of the fluorescence yield is given in the form
jL
( 1 <&< ' ) » A + B2 CZ3Vl - a/
where the constant A includes the effect of screening
and C that of relativity, Burhop (1955) determined the
values of the constants A, B and C from a least squares
fit of the experimental data on the fluorescence yield
of the K-shell. They are given in the table below
together with the results of Laberrigue-Pr©low tnd
Hadvanyi (1956) and Hagedorn and Wapstra (as quoted by
Nljgh et al. 1959).
-9*





A 0.004 0.022 0,064
B 0,0346 0.0318 0.0540
0 1.35 x 10**6 1.14 x 10~6 1.03 X 10~*
The experimental values support in a qualitative vray
the theoretical predictions,
I,-Fluorescence Yieldg:
The experimental information on the L-shell
fluorescence yields# on the other hand, is less complete
than that for the X-shell*
Direct measurement of the total fluorescence yield
of the L-shell has been carried out for 21 elements in
the range of Z from 40 to 92 by Day (1934) using x-rays
to excite the fluorescence and photographic film to
compare the intensities of the incident and fluorescent
radiation. Care has to be exercised in the interpreta¬
tion of the D fluorescence yield since the relative
excitation of the three subshells depends critically on
the mode of excitation# and the fluorescence yields for
the subshells Li , Ljl, Dm will in general be different.
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Measurements of the fluorescence yields for the
individual subshells were made with ionization chambers
by Kuetner and Arends (1935) for seven elements in the
range of z from 73 to 83# using X-rays with energies
lying between the absorption limits of and Lg ,
and Lx , and just above the tj level respectively,
interpreting the increase in the yield of secondary
radiation at the absorption edges as the characteristic
radiation due to the hi$ier level.
There are five possible ways in which vacancies
may be produced in the L-shells# viz., fluorescent
excitation, internal conversion of T-rays, reorganiza¬
tion of the atom ionized in the K-shell, electron im¬
pact, and by L-capture. For each of these the relative
ionization probabilities in the Lj , and Ljj_ sub-
shells are different. Therefore different values of
may be obtained depending on the method employed to
produce the initial ionization.
Another difficulty in the study of the fluores¬
cence yield of the L subshelle arises from the fact that
the 1,-shell vacancy may be shifted from one subshell to
another by Co3ter-Kronlg transitions (Coster and Kronig,
19355# This effect is particularly important in the
heavy elements where the Lj -Ljjj_ M^My transitions -
transfer of ionizcttion from the Lj to the L-jg level with
the ejection of m Mjj or My electron - are energetically
CL"^ d wl^eYS
possiblejbecause of the fact thxrtr the total width of the
-11-
Ln level Is approximately equal to the total widths of
the M-jc or Mv levels In the heavy elements.
Taking this effect Into account, the fluorescence
yields of the L i and Ljr subshells, mLj. and «LjI such as
measured by Kustner and Arends may not "be the true values
in the region of % where the Goster-Kronig transitions
are energetically possible. The values of <olw , however,
remain unaffected and measurements of made by
Stephenson (1937) for Pb, Th and U bear this out. His
results are consistent with the corresponding measure¬
ments of Kustner and Arends which suggests that both
sets of measurements for mm are reliable, (see however
Chapter VI).
Kinsey (19h8a) estimated the values of mLlt Wm and
«aL(llfor a few elements in the range of % from 73 to 92
in an indirect way, by estimating the radiation width of
each subshe11 and dividing this by the total width of the
subshell. Estimates of the radiation width were based
on the calculations by Massey and Burhop (1936) of the
absolute transition probabilities of selected strong
radiative transitions, and also on the measured relative
intensities of all important lines in the I, X-ray
spectrum arising in the particular L subshell. For the
total widths, Kinsey selected a 'best value* from the
direct measurements of level widths made for Ta and W
by Bearden and Snyder (19hl) and for Au by Rlchtrayer,
Barnes and Bamberg (193U).
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The Coster-Kronlg yield was calculated "by dividing
the partial width of the Li level due to the Ooster-
Kronig transitions* Tc , by the experimental values of
the total width of that level« The values of the
partial width were given by the measurements of Cooper
(1SU2), and Tc was assumed to arise only from
ionization transfers of the type l i—- Ljx f%;M v *
To check the validity of this method of calculation
the values obtained in this way were compared (Kinsey,
19h8b) with those obtained by direct measurement of the
fluorescence yields of T1 and Bi arising from the inter¬
nal conversion of Y-rays following the p-dislntegration
of ThB* the a-disintagration of The and the 9-disintcgra-
tion of RaB. He thereby established that his calculated
values were rather low and also that the fraction of
this yield due to (Lx ♦ ij ) fluorescence was larger
in the cases of TtoC and RaB than the calculations pre¬
dicted. He concluded therefore that some of his
initial data were in error and also that Goster-Kronig
transitions of the type L j— lit $ occurred in
about 12 % of the I, i ionization®,
Ross et al. (1955) have examined critically all
the existing experimental data on fluorescence yields
of the L levels of Bi excited by internal conversion of
the Y-ray from RaD and by soft X-rays. They have
developed a set of equations based on Kinsey* s (19MJa)
-13-
aesuraptlon that the L fluorescence yield of an atom
singly Ionized In a given L level is, to a good approxi¬
mation, the same ae the L fluoreeoenoe yield for an atom
ionized both in the given L level and in an IS or higher
level.
The more important of the relations are reproduced
below.
nd+ n2+ n3 « I » A + P (1*1)
W^n^^ W2(n2+ *i2.ni) * C0aLn3'f '13+ ^h/) ] « F
v 1»2)
aa(n2+ f^) + a3[a3* f^n^ f^n** tn&) ] • A
(31*3)
naa n2/C2 - n5/C3 (l.h)
«z(nz+ w3[n3+ f(3&2+ f^U** fi2nj)]
»i»i * m j: C 1.5)
a^(n2+ fi2n) a3[n3+ fJ3ai +
aini . j.. (x.6)
1 - ta*fi3+«i ♦ «j (1.7S)
1 » f23 + W2 + Bi (1.7b)
1 • + a 3 (1.7c)
where n^, ng, ay the numbers of primary ionizing
events per disintegration in the Lj, %% and Ln levels
respectively,
co^, b>2» e»^« the fluorescence yields of the three L levels,
a^, a?f ay the Auger yields of the three L levels.
*12*13*23 8 Co£3"J'®r"Kron^® transition yields for trans¬
fer of ionization from the level represented by the
-lh-
first suffix to the level represented by the second
suffix.
I, F, and Ai the total number per disintegration of L
ionization, L fluorescent quanta and 1 Auger electrons
respectively.
R i the total number of f-quanta radiated per die-
Integration.
ltCgiOj' the relative numbers of primary ionizations
in the three levels.
l! Fgi F-j? the relative numbers of L x-ray quanta pro¬
duced from the three levels.
It Agt A^t the relative number of Auger eleotrons pro¬
duced from the three levels.
The object of these equations was to find the
quantities represented by small letters in terms of
those represented by capital letters whioh were experi¬
mentally determined. Since, however, these equations
are neither independent nor sufficient an additional
source of information was necessary. Lacking this some
simplifying assumptions had to be made and the assump¬
tion f2^ » 0 was considered the most satisfactory.
If however no assun^ptioa was made a second set of
experiments was required in which the primary ionization
was produced in such a way that the ratios of the number
of vacancies in the three L subshells were different
from n^j ng t Data concerning the x-ray excitation
of Bi obtained by Robinson and Young (1930) and results
from the ^-disintegration of RaD were taken In their
calculations for the two sets.
However, the accuracy of the information on which
their evaluation was based was not always of the same
order and in particular the individual values of the
Auger yields from the three L subshells were difficult
to determine with precision*
outline 9? Presyvfr 3jMwWgatto»n
Since this study attempts to increase the accuracy
of our knowledge of the L fluorescence yields for heavy
elements and of radiatlonless transfers of Ionization
within the L subshells, an outline of the method used
will now be presented*
If the initial vacancies are produced only in the
L j[ end shells, the above equations reduce to
nz+ n3 « I «* A F (1.D*
w2n2 + w3(n3+ f*3 ) • P (l*2)f
*2*2 ♦ h3(n3+ f^3 n2) • A (1.3)'




*2*2 m A3 (1.6)'
(l.7a)#
(1.5)*
1 a* f^j + i/3 2 ■*" *2
1 * 6)3+ ft3 (1.7b)*
where C3, F3 and A, are now the ratios of the numbers of
primary ionizations, L X-rays and Auger electrons pro¬
duced in the two levels, and L^ •
Omitting from consideration equation (1.35* and
equation (1.6)* since they contain quantities A, and a
which are difficult to measure accurately, we are left
with six equations, five of which contain the quantities
®2* w3* f23* a2 anci fi3 is OXkV purpose to deter¬
mine. Although there are five equations involving these
five unknowns together with the experimentally determined
quantities I, C3, F and F3, nevertheless these equations
are not all independent. It is therefore necessary to
acquire some further information and for this reason
recourse must "be had to the published values for one of
these five unknown quantities. After a critical examina¬
tion it has been decided that the figures available for
.
so, are the most accurate and hence these have been aeeept-
ed. oo^ having been eliminated from the 'unknown' cate¬
gory, it is now possible to solve the equations explicitly
for the remaining four unknown quantities* viz*4
F 1 + C-
m2 ■ r <1'8>
f23 = <o| *3 " G3 *
Sg b l — Wg — (l.io)
»3 • 1-6)3 (1.11)
According to the Unified Nuclear Model of Bohr
(195f), in an even-even nucleus well removed from closed
17-
ahells, there exist rotational levels and these rotation¬
al levels should decay by cascade E2 transitions to the
ground state. The probability of producing ionization in
the Lj or Ljjj_ shell is very high following internal con¬
version of a low energy E2 transition whereas It is very
low for the lx shell*
Oa2*4-2 is an alpha emitter of 162,5 days half-life
with a-ener ;ies of 6.110 MeV leading to the ground state
o3g
of Pu, (73.7% ) and 6,066 MeV leading to the first excit-
«ag
ed state of Pu, (26,3%), (Fig. 1). The hh KeV T-ray
accorapanying the de-excitation of the latter state is
heavily converted in the L and M shells. This transition*
like most transitions from the first excited state to the
ground state in even-even nuclei* is of multipole order
E2, It has been so characterized by measurements of the
total internal conversion coefficients and of the L sub-
shell ratios. Other a-rays of 5.96U (0,035%) and T-
rays of loh keV (0.006% )and 157 keV (0,0027%) have
been reported by Asaro et al. (1953) hut their intensities
are too small to contribute any effect on the fluorescence
yield measurements. Hence in this work account has been
taken only of the kk keV transition.
If the internal conversion coefficient of the Y- ray
were known, the fluorescence yield, <7^ » P/I, could be
calculated by measuring the absolute Intensities of 1
oho
X-rays and also the total disintegration rate. The Cm
source however contains a certain amount of contaminant,
in particular Cm2^ which also emits a-particles followed
Cm242(162d)
OiiO
PIG. Is Cn Disintegration Schcne.
(Strominger et al, 195 8)
OhO
by the L X-rays. However the a-particles from Cm and
Cm'*^ are well separated in energy and hence it is poss¬
ible to eliminate any errors arising from the presence
of Graf^ ^ observing only those L X-rays which are in
coincidence with a-particles of the correct energy#
A coincidence arrangement has therefore been incor-
porated into the experiment which consists essentially
of a gridded parallel plate ionization chamber to detect
the a-particles and a thallium-activated sodium iodide
crystal scintillation spectrometer to detect and measure
the L X-rays. The relevant theory of the arrangement is
set out below#
Let 12^ be the fractional solid angles presented
by the source to the a-partide detector and the X-ray
detector respectively.
2ii2
Let Hao be the number of Cm a-particles record¬
ed per unit time,
l x*-ra.y
ntco numbcr of/photons in coincidence with
a Om2^2 a-partiele (i.e. number of Qm2^2L^^ay
photons) recorded per unit time,
Na be the true number of a-partides emitted
_ total number of die Integra-per unit time - tlons per unlt tlae>
?k?LX"ray











" fe2 ^7 (1Wa -^a ao ao -^Y
The ratio > leads to a value for when the
total Internal conversion coefficient in the L shell
2k?
and the population of the first excited state of Cm
are known, the final result being
f ■ ?F • ^
- V° • a(£ * 1 (1.15)
Nao*ilY 0*263 x a(L)
a(X) being the Total Internal conversion coefficient,
a(L) the L shell Internal conversion coefficient.
-20-
CHAPTSB II
THE X ONI ZATI ON CHAMJBEK
Introductlon
In selecting an instrument for the detection and
measurement of cx-particlea in the type of experiment
under discussion there are two prim© requisites which
must be borne in mind. First of all we must demand
that the instrument have sufficient energy resolution
to separate out completely the two main alpha particle
groups which are present in the source, and secondly,
since a coincidence experiment is being performed, a
high collecting power must be available.
The highest resolution so far obtained has been
that given by magnetic spectrographs (e.g. Pilger,
1957) with full width at half maximum about 0.1 %
of the line energy.
Hth this instrument, however, only one alpha particle
in about 5000 reached the detector and the source was
limited to a very small area. «Hth an ionization
chamber a large solid angle for alpha particle detec¬
tion is provided, a fact which compensates for the
considerably poorer resolution which is forthcoming,
although in fact the resolution as obtained by Cran-
shaw et al. (1948) with a gridded ionization chamber —
a full width at half maximum of 50 keV for the 5*30
-21-
210
Mev a-particlee from Po — would be qui te suffi¬
cient for our purpose, faking these facts into con¬
sideration together with the advantage that the
strength of the source is not critical for ionization
chamber measurements, it appears that this instrument
is almost ideally suited for use in this experiment
and hence it has been selected.
Theory of Operation
$hen a charged particle traverses a gas, its
electric field, on interacting with the orbital
electrons of the molecules of the gas, may eject some
of them, leaving trains of electrons and positive ions
along its track. After travelling a certain distance
in the gas the particle may dissipate all its energy
in this fashion and the total number of ion pairs
thus formed depends on the nature of the gas and the
type and energy £ of the particle. The ionization
chamber principle depends on the fact that these ion
pairs may be separated by an external electric field
and collected on electrodes, the resulting electrical
pulse being accurately proportional to the total num¬
ber of ion pairs formed provided, of course, that the
particle expends all its energy in the sensitive
volume of the chamber. Such an instrument has also
another property that, if the amount of energy which
-22-
the particle loses on the average to form one ion
pair (W ev) remains constant over the whole track
length of the particle, the electrical pulse may be
taken as a direct measure of the particle energy.
A considerable dependence of W for electrons in
air was found by Gerbes (1935)» his data being re¬
presented by
W = 31.62 + ~J'27 eV
/(E - Et)
£ being the initial energy of the electron in keV
and E^ the mean ionization potential of air in keV
(0.017). For ot-particles Gray (1944) has modified




where Ecc is now the initial energy of the oc-particles
Gases other than air reveal a less marked
variation of W with E, the rare gases and hydrogen
being found to be particularly good in this respect.
Cranshsw et al. (1948) have shown that the ionization-
energy curve in argon is linear within the experimental
error for alpha-particles of energy 5 to 9 Mev.
An ionizing particle always releases electrons
leaving heavy positive ions and if the electrons re¬
main free they will be collected in times of the order
-25
of a microsecond or leas. On the other hand, if they
are captured to form heavy negative ions, their time
of collection is about 10,000 times longer (for the
operating conditions and the gas mixture adopted in
the present work), then captured their probability
of disappearance by recombination with positive ions
is also greatly Increased. Since the fastest possible
collection of electrons is necessary in the ionization
chamber when a high counting rate, together with good
energy resolution is required, as is the case in
coincidence experiments, complete elimination of
electro-negative gases such as oxygen is essential.
The discrepancy between the times of collection
of the positive ions and the electrons raises a com¬
plication in the fast parallel plate ionization cham¬
ber. Although positive ions are not collected by the
anode, they induce electric charge on it, thereby mak¬
ing the pulse height dependent on the track orienta¬
tion. This can be seen from the following analysis
which essentially follows that given by Wilkinson
(1950).
Suppose an ion pair is formed at a distance
from the anode (iig. 2) when the potential difference
between the plates is V volts. Let the oharge induced
on the anode due to the electron be q - and that due








Fig. 2 Fundamental Parallel Plate
Ionization Chamber
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production the position of both charges is the same,
then at t = 0 we have
S_(o) = ~£+(o) =(2>1)
where d is the distance between the plates. After a
time t the electron has drifted a distance vt to a
point xf v being the velooity of the electron. We
assume that t is so short that the heavy positive ions
may be considered as remaining stationary. Therefore
f-W = "*(' ~%r) (2-2)
and since the potential riaePof an isolated electrode




Therefore the anode potential change is now
p£f) = -t
= - S. . Jpp (2.3)
C




The scope of the method is widened by the use of
a grid in the chamber. Shis effectively gives the
first differentiation directly, and leaves only the
second to be performed electronically. Instruments
of this nature were made by Alfven (1935) and recently,
in more modern form, by Frisch (1944).
Consider a chamber containing a grid of parallel
wireB of spacing f , wire radius r, placed at a
distance a from the collecting electrode A and a
distance c from the other electrode C? (Fig.3). The
potentials of the electrodes A and C are VA and Vc
respectively and that of the grid is V^. fe now
consider our ion pair to be formed at a distance b
from the plane of the grid. The charge induced by the
positive ion on A will no longer be -e(c - b )/(a + c)
as in the no-grid case considered above, since some
of its lines of force finish on the grid instead of
on A. Thus the collecting electrode is in some
measure protected from the positive-ion effects
which rendered a simple parallel-plate chamber useless
for accurate energy analysis. The electron proceeds
to A and gives its full pulse as before (assuming
that it is not collected by the grid, an effect dis¬
cussed below).
The degree of shielding afforded by such a grid











FI£» 3: Qridded Ionization chamber,
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expressed in terms of a parameter <?LEeL where EpcLEQ.
is the field strength between the grid and anode, Ea
is that between the posit!ye ions and the grid. S'is
a function of the grid constants Y/f and ig/c » and
is called the inefficiency of the gild. The charge
ion
induced by the positive/at xQ on the anode is given by
G+ = ^<5"( 1 - z)
The expression for <r is complicated, but in the
desired limit of small cr1 may be written, for not too
large 2 7i r/{s
J- JU X
slxol 3 jixr (2.5)
If the ionization can be formed reasonably far
from the grid this method allows pulses of very uni¬
form height to be obtained from randomly oriented
tracks.
The remaining important question in connection
with gridded chambers concerns X , the fraction of
the electrons collected on to the grid, instead of on
to the anode, and so lost so far as pulse production
is concerned. If X were constant the only objection
to such a loss would be the reduction of pulse size,
but X cannot be accurately oonatant as its value
will depend somewhat on the orientation of the ioniza¬
tion path if this is formed at all close to the grid.
2a-
Such an effect Introduces an additional variance in the
pulse-size distribution. One should therefore be
assured of the smallness of 1 • Buneman ©t al. (1949)
have exhibited a relationship between 1 - X and
ratio of the field strength between the gild and the
anode to that in the body of the chamber# Finally, it
might be mentioned that the presence of a grid produces
an additional benefit in that the rise time of the
pulse is improved.
Design and Construction.
The ionization chamber was made from a horizontal
cylinder of brass about 15 cm. in diameter and 18.7 cm.
long, closed at both ends by means of screws and
rubber rings and normally filled with argon gas (90$)
and methane (10$) to a pressure of one atmosphere. It
was connected to the gas purifier by a brass tube of
2 cm. diameter. Both the vacuum system and the filling
system were brass cylinders of large diameter and
vacuum (black out) was always reached within a few
minutes. The grid was placed at an adjustable distance
of 7.5 to 8.5 cm. from the cathode and a potential of
540 volts was applied to it. A brass ring carrying
a voltage intermediate between this potential and
V4 - Vfr c both theoretically and experimentally,
\/<T - Vc
for a few values of
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earth was placed between the grid and the source holder
to provide a more uniform electric field. A collecting
electrode consisting of a brass disc* 10 cm. in dia¬
meter and with the edges rounded off and polished to
prevent any discharge, was placed 9,2 cm. from the
source holder and was designed as small as possible to
keep its electrical capacity at a minimum.
Insulators for the leads to each electrode were
made from polythene and were shaped as shown in the
Fig. U* At the high voltages used the glass-to-metal
seal originally present did not withstand the H.I.
and was often the cause of electrical noise in the
output.
In designing the grid two main factors were con¬
sidered (i), grid inefficiency, (ii) collection of
electrons by the grid.
In the present study two grids were made. Ihe
first one consisted of a brass zing of 12 cm* diameter
having parallel wires of 0.23 mm* diameter with a 1 mm.
spacing between them. One end of each wire was solder¬
ed to the brass ring which had parallel grooves of
1 mm. spacing in it and the other end was ar&ldited and
set. Soldering both ends would give rise to a slacken¬
ing of tension in the wires when the grid was cooled
and even the grid made in this manner had lost its
tension after a few months. Moreover the wires were
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hardly kept parallel. When the grid was placed 1.8
cm. from the collector its inefficiency was calculated
0 . 0 0 2. 9
to he 0.00123 « Electron collection of the grid de¬
pends largely on the ratio of the grid-anode field
to the grid-cathode field and also on the ratio 2%v/%
(Fig. 3).
Due to the mechanical difficulties in the first
grid a second grid was made on a stouter brass ring
dca-meter
with copper wires of 0.33 mm.A and spacing 1.52 mm.
In grid no. 2 was kept nearly the same as in grid
no. 1 and the electron collection was kept as low as
possible by increasing the field ratio. Eor this pur¬
pose the grid-anode distance was decreased as far as
possible (to the extent just not to affect & serious¬
ly) and a higher voltage of lhoO volts was applied
between the anode and the grid, while the grid cathode
potential difference was kept at 540 volts.
When these voltages and the grid-anode distance
were well adjusted to minimize the electron collection
by the grid, the energy resolution was as good as with
grid No. 1. No difficulty has been experienced by the
rather high field ratio. However, the writer feels
thftt it would be safer to lower this ratio by using
finer wires than those used in grid No. 2, copper wire
being replaced by tungsten wire, and anchoring them
through fine holes drilled on the ring.
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To minimize the energy lose suffered by the a-
partieles it was preferable to place the souroe inside
the chamber, thus eliminating any need for a window.
On the other hand, when the chamber was used in coin¬
cidence experiments it was necessary to provide a
window for photons. The active material was therefore
deposited on a thin aluminium foil of 0.68 rag/cmc and
it was confined within a circle of 3 ou»» Over the
source was placed an aluminium foil of thickness 6 mm.,
having a hole 3 mm. in diameter in it, the hole being
concentric with the source, since an a-particle
collimator was necessary to remove the most oblique
tracks, and thus to improve the ratio of wanted to un-
wanted counts. Although it is possible to use a larger
shallower hole to improve the geometry, while still re¬
taining resolution by choosing suitable time constants
in the differentiation and integration circuits of the
amplifying system (Bertolini et al., 1954), oblique
tracks were undesirable in coincidence experiments for
the following reasonsi (1) it is important that the
rise time of the pulses should be well correlated in
time with the passage of the ionizing particle,
(ii) Oblique tracks suffer more energy loss in the
souroe itself, thus increasing the width of the pulse
height spectrum. The difference between the times of
collection of electrons from most oblique tracks and
32-
of those from tracks normal to the source backing
was calculated from the experimental information on
electron drift velocities in the gas mixture given
by English and Hanna (1953) and is approximately 0.5
nsec. The coincidence resolving time would have to
be increased by this amount if a higher geometry
collimator were used.
The source holding disk was mounted on a brass
cylinder as shown in Figs. 5 and 6 and the entire
block was made to slide into position for the easy
handling of the source. In order to protect the
source backing from the pressure difference while
sliding in, large holes (six holes of i inch diameter
each) were provided at the sides of the cylinder and
wide and deep slots underneath the source holder to
enable the air to escape., -<;c v,?jd
In order that the L X-rays should pass through
with minimum absorption loss, a thin window constructed
from a light element was required. This is particular¬
ly important when uncertainties are involved in the
spectral composition of the L X-rays, in its original
form this window was made from aluminium foil 0.05 am.
thick, the absorption loss for Cm2*2 L X-rays intro¬
duced by this window together with the source backing
and the protective covering over the sodium iodide
EX2BBSJL
The source Holder (Front View).
FIQPRE 6
Th® Source Holder (Hear View)
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crystal, being about 15 per cent, however this was
later replaced by a thin polythene sheet of super-
ficial density 3«1 mg/cm . The absorption loss in
this case was about 6 per cent, it should be noted
that the source always had to be arranged facing the
ionization chamber rather than the scintillation
counter. Owing to the use of a thin window the cham¬
ber was operated at a pressure of one atmosphere
having this disadvantage over higher operating press¬
ures that the positive ion effect on the anode was
increased. To protect this thin window against the
pressure difference while evacuating and filling, a
cap was provided at the end of the brass tube, both
sides of the window being evacuated slowly through a
needle valve. After the chamber was filled with the
gas, the cap was removed and the scintillation counter
slid in through the tube (Fig. 7)»
In selecting a grid-to-cathode distance there are
several considerations which must he kept in view. The
range of a 6.110 isev of-particle in argon at atmos¬
pheric pressure is about 5 cm. (Livingston and Bethe,
1937) and hence the grid-to-cathode distance must be
at least 5 cm. in any case, longer distances favour
reduced positive ion effect and reduced electron lose
at the grid. These advantages are counter-balanced
to some extent by the fact that the electron collection
mm i
Ionization Chamber and the Scintillation Counter
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time also increases under these conditions* In select-
ing a grid-to-cathode distance of 8*5 cm. it is felt
that a proper balance has been maintained between
these conflicting factors.
In order to keep the chamber gas free of oxygen
a purifier was attached and the argon kept circulating
by convection. This purifier consisted of a brass
cylinder 29 cm. long and 10 cm. in diameter closed at
either end by vacuum-tight plates, containing a por¬
celain tube filled with calcium turnings. This tube
was heated by D.C. current through a 100SI nickel
resistor and kept at a temperature of 350°C as measur¬
ed by a thermo-couple. To reduce heat loss to the sur¬
roundings by radiation an aluminium reflector tube,
C oa. x i a 1
concentric with the porcelain tube, was also incor¬
porated in the device. This purifier proved very
satisfactory and when it was kept running constantly
over a few weeks, the change in pulse height observed
was less than 0.6 per cent.
Operation of Chamber
The lowest electrical field strength in the space
between the grid and the source holder is determined
by the electron velocity needed to give a short rise
time to the pulse and the required degree of saturation
in that region, where the saturation is defined as the
-35-
field strength that will prevent recombination of
electrons and positive ions.
This electric field strength is determined as
followB. A relatively high voltage of 1800 volts is
required between the grid and the anode and since the
source is normally at earth potential and both the
grid and the anode are well above earth potential, a
power unit of floating type is most convenient for
supplying a constant voltage between the two electrodes.
A power unit of this type was not available so in prac¬
tice a power unit supplying 38JO volts was connected
between the anode and the grid, the grid being kept at
earth potential, and another was connected between the
grid and the cathode, the cathode being kept negative
with respect to earth potential. The pulse height was
constantly watched while the potential of the second
power unit was varied and a constant pulse height was
reached at about 500 volts. Above this voltage no
appreciable increase in pulse height was noticed.
The ratio between the grid-to-anode field and the
grld-to-cathode field, ^, was determin¬
ed in a similar manner, the grid-to-cathode field
strength being kept constant for this experiment and
the anode-to-grid field strength varied. The E.ti.T.
connection for this purpose is shown in Fig. 8b. The
best energy resolution was obtained when the anode-to-
FIG. 3a j F.I!.2. Connection for 1 ctei-raination of
C-rleVtso-* atho$e Voltage.
FIG. 8b 8 E.f'.T. connection i'os» c,c tor. sination of
• f
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cathode potential difference was above 1350 volts,
hence the voltage ratio of 1350/500 was chosen. After
a voltage divider of this ratio was connected the
voltage plateau had a slope of about 0.2 per cent per
100 volts over the range of 1700 volts to 3000 volts
and the operating voltage chosen was 2000 volte.
Since it is a well known fact that methane is an
excellent "moderating gas" in argon and the experi¬
mental results obtained by English (1953) provide good
information on argon-methane mixtures, no thorough
investigation was made of the effect of varying the
gas content of the chamber. However, a preliminary
experiment on the variation of pulse height with the
percentage of methane in the mixture showed (Pig. 9)
that the pulse height is more than doubled in a proper
mixture than in pure argon, The pulse height rlees
steeply with the methane content up to about 1$,
after which it rises gradually to its maximum. In the
range of 3$ to 12$ methane addition no significant
variation in the pulse height was observed.
.Electronics
The electronic arrangement for the a-particle
pulse amplifying system is shown in Pig. 10. The
E.H.T. was taken from a power unit type 200 capable





of supplying a stabilized voltage up to 4000 volts,
through an RC coupled filter circuit which reduces to
a very low level any hum or spurious pulses which may
be present in the E.H.T. All the electrodes including
the brass ring between the grid and the cathode were
decoupled by means of large 0*3 MP capacitors. The
load for the counter was 100 MX1 and the signal from
the anode was coupled to the first grid of the head
amplifier through a §0p-y- 9 capacitor being amplified
50 or 100 times befofe transmission to the main
amplifier, The main amplifier was a linear amplifier
type ECKQ 11568 and provided variable gain from 46 to
86 db.
The output from this amplifier was fed to a
Sunvie Multi-channel pulse height analyser of the
Huchinson-Scarrot type where an adequate (usually 36
volts) voltage was subtracted from each pulse, the
remaining pulse being amplified further by ten times
before analysis. A scalar of Type 200 was connected
to the pulse height analyser, taking the integrated
counts accepted by it and from this integrated count
a correction for the dead time of the analyser could
be made.
In the study of energy spectra of oc-particles by
means of an ionization chamber of this type, it is
necessary to reduce to a minimum the broadening of the
38-
spectral lines due to the noise of the first stage of
the electronic amplification. Contini ©t al. (1956)
made an extensive survey of valveB for use in the
minimum noise head amplifier required for fast ioniza¬
tion chambers and have selected for the first input
stage the valve E83F as their first choice. This
valve was chosen for its very low grid current. A
similar head amplifier was constructed for the present
study selecting the best of the four E83F valves
available. The input stage was a cascade of two
triode-connected S83F valves followed by an SF 91
pentode amplifier stage and an EF 91 output cathode,
follower. A resistive feed back was carried from the
output to the cathode of the first E83F. The loop
gain was about 3000 while the feed back stabilized the
voltage gain to 100 (Fig. 11).
An alternative head amplifier of type ECKO N568
was acquired with the main amplifier and although the
noise level was about 2Qf> higher with the latter it had
a better stability and measurements requiring a long
period were usually taken with this head amplifier.
Some further points in connection with noise in the
amplifier will be discussed later when the energy




Eoiae Level and energy Resolution.
The energy resolution obtained from any measure¬
ment device is affected by the electrical noise in the
amplifying system and hence it is always essential to
keep the noise level at a minimum. In this work, an
upper limit of about 2,500 volts was permissible for
the E.H.T. since above this voltage the coupling con¬
denser started to produce excessive noise. There were,
it appeared, three methods whereby this effect could
be countered. The first of these methods consisted-was
of using a guard ring to keep the anode at earth
potential and the cathode negative i
cathode^ since in these circumstances the quality of
the condenser is not of major importance when it is a
question of noise production. This method has been
used by Friseh,and Cranshaw (1948) but could not be
used in this work since it was necessary that the
scintillation counter also incorporated had to be at
earth potential. The other two methods both depended
on some means of keeping the operating voltage as low
as possible and these will now be considered in turn.
If a collimator of non-conducting material were
used the electric field in the collimating hole would
be roughly the same as the grid to cathode field pro¬
vided always that the dielectric constant 8 of the
material used was close to unity. Under these con¬
ditions the field strength near the collimating hole
ho-
would be stronger than would be the oase for a eollimat-
or of conducting material and hence a somewhat lower
high tension could bo used. Such a method would be
ideal if it were only a question of measuring the a-
particle energy, since small pulses caused by a-particles
scattered at the wall of the collimator, could easily be
discriminated against by use of a pulse height analyser.
This method was tried but was eventually discarded
since the source was so strong that the number of pulses
was far too large to be tolerated.
The other method consists of covering the
collimating hole with a grid of equally spaced fine
wires in order to make the field strength effectively
aero within the collimating hole and uniform at the
surface of the source holder. This eliminates all un¬
certainties due to the presence of a field within the
collimating hole, though it reduces the resolution
somewhat due to the fact that the hole subtends a
finite solid angle so that s©me of the ionization Is
not collected and this ionization loss is not the same
for all tracks. In this work, however, the reduction
in resolution was tolerable since it was a small
effect, as the track length of any a-particle within
the hole was only a very small fraction of its total
track length. The method was therefore used, the
average track length lost in the hole being only about
one-eighth of the shortest track and bo the two peaks
in the spectrum due to Cm2*2 and Cm2*' + Cm2** were
atill easily separable.
pip
One of the several a-particle spectra of Cm
source is shown in Pig. 12 and it is seen that the
peaks due to Cm2*2, Cm2*' + Cm2** and the daughter
238
product Pu are clearly resolved from each other.
24.2
The two main a-particle groups of Cm which are of
44 keV apart are not resolved, a fact which is in
agreement with expectations for the present type of
detector. The weighted mean energy values are given
for the Cm2*2 and Pu2'8 peaks, while the Cm2*' Cm2**
impurity peak is discussed elsewhere. .Energy calibra¬
tion by using standard sources was not attempted in
this particular case as the chamber construction was
slightly modified for the coincidence measurement and
calibration was no longer possible under these working
conditions. The energy resolution of the chamber is
difficult to ^udge from this spectrum because the a-
particle source does not give a single line spectrum
242
and of the three peaks, the Cm peak has the simplest
composition. It is composed of three lines at 6.110
Mev (73.7$), 6.066 Mev (26.3$) and 5.965 Mev (0.035$).
242
Neglecting the contributions of the 5*965 fcev Cm
line and of the high energy a-particles of Cm2*'
which also lie in the same region
242
the standard deviation of the Cm peak was
5.483Mev 6.098Mev
FIG. 12: a-^articlc norgy Kpectnaft.
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calculated from the original data and if we assume that
the two a-particle lines of which this peak is composed
are separately of gaussian form, we have the relation
H <r02 « Hx( <rx2 * a^2) N2( (fx2 + a2)
where
ohx standard deviation of either of the twoconstituent groups.
2ix?
ft* * measured standard deviation of Cuar^ peak.
Nl
•jj* » fractional intensity of 6.066 Me/ a group
* *263.
I
*|p » fractional intensity of 6.110 MeV a group
- .737
d1 - | Mx - M | , dg » I - M I
where Mg M are the mean energies of the separate
groups and the composite group respectively where
|ll1-Mal « kb keV.
The variance 6*x of a single a-particle line
be considered as the sum of separate variances due
to the following factors:
(1) Energy loss in the source, (2) ionization straggling,
(3) Ionization loss in the contrasting hole,
(h) variation of rise time of electron pulses,
(5) induction effect of positive ions, and (6) Amplifier





Of the separate variances the first five ^rise to effects
i
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due to the chamber which are extremely difficult to
measure separately and hence we will group them alto-
2
aether under one variance (fn so that we may write
V
2
a (TQ1' +v Q
2
where is the vsriar 2® arising from the amplifier
noise. This was independently determined by feeding
uniform pulses from a signal generator attenuated to
OhO
be the same height a© the Cm ^ a-particle pulse® into
the amplifying systeta. The eon^lete experimental




Sxpt. (1) 47»7 4-3,6 36.7 20.2 keV
Kxpt. (2) 49.4 43.5 40.6 20.4 keV
Both <Sc and are larger than those obtained by
Buneraan et al, (1949) and why this is so is not very
clear though the following possibilities suggest them¬
selves, (i) The main factor having an effect on <ric
in the present experiment which was not present in the
work of Buneraan is that denoted by (3) above, i.e.
ionization loss in the collimating hole and it laay bo
that this effect has somewhat greater consequences than
-U'5&-
were expected. (11) For the coincidence experiment
It was necessary to have a very sharply rising pulse
and hence a short 1.6 p.sec. Integration time constant
was necessary. This Increases the anode current noise,
thus increasing ^ though the optimum signal to noise






For accurate measurement of the detection
efficiency of the a-particle detector and elimination of
the back-ground and source ic^purity effect on the photon
detector, the coincidence arrangement was necessary.
The effective solid angle for the coincidence
measurement is the product of the solid angles of each
detector and if this is too small the time taken to
achieve the necessary statistical accuracy may be im-
practically long, to counterbalance which the source
strength must be raised# This introduces more energy
loss of the radiation in the source, and the ratio of
random coincidence® to the true coincidences depends
mainly on the source strength and the resolving time
of the coincidence unit# The maximum usable source
disintegration rate N is given by the relation
= s'(-Q, -Qa)
AIr % i £ A/
where Nq/Nr is the ratio of the true coincidence rate
to the random coincidence rate, 1 is the resolving
time, i.e# the duration of one of the coincident pulses
when they are equal, t/(Sl,Sl2) is the fraction of
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pulses in the portion of the spectrum accepted by one
analyser that is related, by coincidence to the radiation
accepted by the other analyser and &N is the fraction
of the total number of disintegrations which can be
detected by the other analyser. In a particular coin¬
cidence set-up, the random coincidence rate is roughly
proportional to the square of the source strength, for
it is given by 2?T^Ng (see Chapter IV for more detailed
discussion) - and being the counting rates of a-
particle and photon counters respectively - while the
coincidence counting rate is proportional to the source
strength,
Scintillation Counters The most suitable phosphor
for the detection of T-raya is thallium activated sodium
iodide, the iodine atoms being responsible for the high
absorption efficiency for Y-rays. The combination of
energy proportionality, high efficiency and short pulse
duration makes the scintillation detector ideally suited
to coincidence spectrometry,
Y-rays, in general, interact with the phosphor by
three principal processes* Gorooton scattering, photo¬
electric effect, and pair production. In the photo¬
electric process the Y-ray energy appears as the kinetic
energy of a photoelectron leaving only x-rays from the
residual atom. In the detection of photons of the energy
-US-
investigated in the present experiment, these x-rays are
mostly reabsorbed, their energy being very low, and
below the K-excitation energy of Iodine. Pair produc¬
tion does not occur at low energy. The Con$>ton process
transfers some of the incident Y-ray energy to an
electron leaving the remainder as a scattered photon,
sometimes of energy almost as great as the original
photon. This scattered photon may escape from the
phosphor or may be further absorbed.
The thallium activator shifts the photon emission
band to UlOO A, which is in the region of maximum
spectral sensitivity of the photomultiplier. The decay
time of the crystal at room temperature is 0.25 ps.
Sodium iodide is hygroscopic and the crystal is
therefore sealed in an aluminium can, and is coated
with MgO to reduce light losses at the walls. The
Nal(Tl) crystal used in the present work was in the form
of a 2 cm. cube. The aluminium can was a specially pre¬
pared one for low energy photon detection, the thickness
of the window being 5 rag/cm aluminium foil.
The crystal was joined to a photomultipller tube
by silicone grease in order to minimise loss of light
quanta and the whole unit including the voltage
divider for each electrode of the photomultiplier was
enclosed in a brass light-tight housing,with a cathode
follower attached at the end of the brass housing.
E.H.T.
PIG.13iPhotomult plierandC thodeFo l w r.
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The photcsaultiplier was an eleven stag® Mil 6097
tube and the associated circuit Is shown in Pig# 13#
The S.H.T# voltage was supplied by a Type 1033A radio-
frequency high voltage unit of high stability to the
resistance chain with a total anode-to-cathode voltage
of about 1350 volts, the anode being positive with res-
pect to earth# This was to ensure that by heaping the
cathode at earth potential, there would be no trace of
leak current between the photo-cathode and the glass
envelope# A higher voltage was applied between the
photocathode and the first dynode and between the last
dynode and the collector# The former reduces statisti¬
cal fluctuations in the current pulse while the latter
ensures that space charge limitation does not affect the
linearity of the multiplier. The decoupling condensers
across the last six dynodes ensure that there is no
electrical feedback to earlier stages from the large
current pulse in the output stages. The differential
lag time constant of the photomultiplier output circuit
was about a half millisecond, which is about a thousand
times that of the phosphor decay constant# When the time
constant was shorter (approximately 25d».) it gave an
effect of double differentiation, causing a large over¬
shoot in the output, which was found to be unfavourable
to the multichannel pulse height analyser. Therefore a
long time constant was found essential for this experiment
—US—
the remaining part of the overshoot being rectified
by the use of a D.C. Restorer.
One further measure was taken to reduce the effect
of edge penetration especially due to the cubed shape
of the crystal. A lead collimator with a circular hole
of 1.6 cm. diameter was plaoed in front of the orystal.
This provided a well defined window as well as reducing
the effect of edge penetration.
2ll2
The spectrum of photons from the Cm source,
taken with this scintillation spectrometer, is shown in
Fig. 1U. The energy of the photons was calibrated by
using Ir1^2 Y-rays of 295# 308 and 316 keV as an upper
energy standard and either the 59.7 fceV Y-ray from the
disintegration of Am2**1, or the Cu K X-ray of 7*8 &W
2hi
excited by Am Y-rays as a lower energy standard.
The two photon peaks at 226 keV and 278 keV in the
spectrum are the Y-rays from the Om2^ irapurity and the
peak in the 10U keV region is also largely of the same
origin. The 10U keV line of Cm2**2 is probably too
weak to contribute appreciably to this spectrum. A
smaller peak at*bout 80 keV may be partly due to the
escape peak of 10U keV photons and partly due to the K
X-rays excited in the lead ring used as a collimator.
Since no single line photons of suitable energy were
available a measurement of the resolution of the spectro¬
meter was not made.
601208243Enepgy(KeV) FX0»lUsPhotonpc0tnxa*
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Sleotronic Arrangement: A block diagram of the a-Y
coincidence arrangement is shown in Fig, 15» together with
the ideal pulse shape at each stage.
The differentiating and integz-ating time constants
were set at 1.6 psec. in both main amplifiers and a
gating pulse generator combined with a single channel
pulse height analyser was put into the Ionization
chamber circuit when selection of a certain range of a-
particle was desired* a subject which is discussed later
in more detail* A scaler was connected at the output
of the gating pulse generator to measure the a-disinteg¬
ration rate which is also needed for the random coin¬
cidence effect estimation.
Between the cathode follower of the photomultiplier
and its main amplifier was connected a delay line to
compensate for the time lag between the time of disin¬
tegration and the time of collection of electrons at
the anode of the a-partiele ionization chamber* The Y-
counting rate was taken by a scaler connected at the
•external scaler' output of the multichannel pulse
height analyser which could count either the coincidence
rate or the photon emission rate of the energy region
under investigation* The the photon count was taken
before and after each coincidence experiment* The
•external scaler' output circuit of the multi-channel




sorted by the analyser were counted and not the pulses
missed by the pulse height analyser due to its relat¬
ively long (7U1 usee, average) dead time. This dead
time, & , was calculated by simultaneously feeding
random pulses from a radioactive source to the analyser
and a separate scaler of known paralysis time (5 pseo.)
and then using the formula
i — Wo8
where N is the true number of pulses arriving per
unit time and FQ is the number of pulses per unit time
accepted by the analyser.
The energy region of the photons in the arrangement
shown in Pig. 15 was selected by adjusting the bias
voltage (0-50 volts) and the amplification factor
( vl, x2, x5 and xlo) provided in the multi-channel
pulse height analyser. First, the lower level of the
spectrum was set at the required voltage amplification
being set at ( x 1). Then the amplification was In¬
creased until the desired upper limit was at the highest
channel of the analyser, when an adjustment finer than
the amplification provided by the analyser was needed,
the attennuator provided in the main amplifier (in steps
of 2 db.) was eirployed, readjusting both the lower and
the upper limit as before. Although an even finer
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adjustment still could be obtained by varying the
E.H.T. voltage of the photo-multiplier tube this was
not favoured in view of (1) the difficulty In repro¬
duction of the operational conditions, and (2) the
change in the characteristics of the pulse shape,
which would necessitate readjustment of the delay line
and remeasurement of the coincidence resolving time.
In any case the energy resolution is not very high in
Nal scintillation spectrometers, nor was high resolution
necessary. Hence the 5.H.T. was set at a constant volt¬
age of 3000 volts most of the time.
3lngls evangel Pufrse He}fftt Afiajys^a In order to
select a-partlcles in a certain energy band a single
channel pule*- height analyser was necessary before the
pulses were fed into the gating circuit of the multi¬
channel pulse height analyser. This single channel
pulse analyser had to be of such a kind that the time
lag between the input pulse and the output pulse be con¬
stant and not dependent on the pulse height. Such a
single channel analyser was not available and hence e.
sp:cial a special one which incorporated a simple
germanium diode discriminator had to be constructed
for the purpose. The circuit is a combination of a
discriminator developed by Park (1956) and a phase
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discriminator circuit
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pulses of about 25 volts required for the gating circuit
of the multi-channel pulse height analyser. The dis¬
criminator is of the biased diode type and the basic
discriminating circuit, arranged to accept positive
pulses, is shown in Pig, 16 and the complete circuit
diagram is shown in Fig, 17,> The lower level of the
discriminator can be varied from 0 to 6o volts and the
channel width from 0 to 20 volts. Both bias voltages
are read directly on a micro-ammeter calibrated from
aero to 200 uamp. The first valve is a double diode
trigger circuit, determining the lower limit of the
discriminator and the second is essentially the same
circuit as V1 determining the upper limit, the length
of the trigger pulses of both units being determined by
the time constants of the anode-grid coupling circuits
(about 1 usee,) The third double triode is an
anti-coincidence arrangement rejecting pulses exceeding
both levels thus triggering both levels and and
accepting those pulses that exceed the lower limit bias
voltage but not the upper limit. These flip-flop
circuits are so designed that they are triggered at,
or immediately after, the peak of the pulse and hence
the time lags are independent of the input pulse height.
All the components used for these three valve© are the
same as those given in Park's (1956) paper. The theory
of operation is given in the same paper and will not be
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reproduced here# Vh and V5 together, invert the posi¬
tive pulses to negative pulses and the combination is
followed by a cathode follower V6. Negative feedback
is applied via a resistor and a capacitor between V5
and the anode of V3# The Vh cathode resistor is made
variable so that the V4 anode potential and the operat¬
ing conditions of V5 may be set correctly. The output
pulse height was set to about 30 volts and the width
was about 1.2 m.s* at 10% height and 0.8 iMKi at 90%
height. The output pulse was not strictly a square
pulse but its leading and trailing edges were steep
enough to keep the coincidence resolving time short.
The analyser was constructed on a V type chassis
with the micro-ammeter mounted on the front panel. This
type of chassis was very spaoious and the components
which could interfere with each other were easily
separated by placing them on opposite sides. The lower
level bias could be set by means of a four position
switch (coarse control) and a potentiometer (fine
control). The channel width was varied by means of a
potentiometer. A switch connected in the ammeter cir¬
cuit enabled it to be used to read the lower level bias
or the channel width as required. The full scale de¬
flection was nominally equal to a bias of 60V or a
channel width of 20 V* but calibration was necessary
in practice.
-5^-
Klectrostatic screening was provided for all the
valves, and the discriminator diodes toeing grouped
together on a tag hoard were separated as much as poss¬
ible from the rest of the circuit in order to minimize
the effect of temperature variations.
Difficulties were experienced due to spurious
pulses toeing induced in the upper level flip-flop
originating in the output circuit and in the lower
level flip-flop.
After all the adjustments had been made and the
instrument was functioning correctly, it was necessary
to calibrate it and in order to do this the following
procedure was adopted. The pulses from a pulse generat¬
or type 1913C were fed to the amplifier which was set
in its normal operating condition (as an c-particle
r
amplifier), to simulate pulses similar to a-particle
pulses. The output pulses from the amplifier were fed
into the single channel pulse analyser and simultaneous¬
ly into the raulti-channel pulse analyser, calibration
toeing obtained toy use of the calibrating test pulses
available from the latter.
First, the * channel height* was calibrated. Before
commencing the * set scale* potentiometer (see Fig. 17)
on the analyser was adjusted so that a full-scale
reading on the meter was obtained with switch Sg at
* set bias*. This provided a reproducible voltage
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distribution on the potentiometer. Calibrated pulses
were now injected and the lower level bias was gradually
reduced from its highest voltage to the point at which
oounting at the output started, A graph of ammeter
reading in scale divisions against bias voltage was
plotted. This was a straight line with a fixed thres¬
hold at zero meter reading (Pig, 18) and provided a
calibration curve for the instrument.
The channel width was now calibrated in the follow¬
ing manner. The * Channel Width* potentiometer was ad¬
justed to give a known reading on the meter, Using a
fixed pulse hei^it (below 60 volts) from the same pulse
generator and amplified as above, the lower level bias
was reduced starting from the full reading on the meter
until it just started counting. The lower level bias
was then equal to the pulse height. This bias was now
reduced further until counting in the channel was again
stopped, this time because the pulse height was greater
than the upper bias level. The difference between the
lower level biases in the first and second case was then
equal to the channel width, the lower level calibration
curve being used. The channel width was altered and the
above repeated, A graph of meter reading in scale
divisions and channel width in volts was then plotted
(Pig, 19)» which was a straight line. A small variation
in channel width occurred when the lower level bias was
"'IO* 13: riao Voltage Calibration ntirve.
asaeter ^cal©
FIG. 19t 'Channel lath* Calibration Cu^ve.
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altered, but this was not appreoiable compared to the
errors in setting.
Belay Lines The overall time lag between the collect¬
ion of the pulses at the final stages of either system
could be estimated by comparing the total time necessary
in each system for a single event occurring in the
chamber to appear at the output. When an a-particle of
about 6 MeV is emitted towards the anode in a direction
perpendicular to the grid, its track RQ in argon is
about 5 Assuming the range-energy relation R °c
for a-particles and the energy per ion pair to be con¬
stant, it follows that the centre of gravity lies -J- R
from the end of the track (Wilkinson, 1950), The time
of flight of the electrons from this point to the anode
is calculated to be approximately 1,1 usee., using the
electron mobility data on the argon-methane mixture as
obtained from the graphs given by English and Hanna (1953),
The single channel pulse hei^it analyser then intro¬
duces a further delay of approximately 1 pseo., giving
a total delay of just over 2 peeo.
On the other hand in the Y-deteetion system, the
time lag between the occurrence of the ionizing event
and the output pulse, caused by the transit time to¬
gether with the build-up period of the scintillation
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and the li^t collection time is of the order of 1Q~Z
psec, Thus most of the delay is caused in the a-
particle detection ring. In practice the actual delay
was measured toy displaying a-particl# pulses on a
cathode ray oscilloscope triggered toy photon pulses*
and this time-lag was compensated toy employing a delay
line in the Y-particle detection system so that a coin¬
cidence unit of short resolving time could toe used,
A delay line should toe such that it delays a volt¬
age pulse by the necessary amount and at the same time
preserves as faithfully as possible its characteristic
chape. The usual type of delay line (Sliaore and Sands,
19U9) is essentially a low pass filter composed of
lumped capacitors and Inductors in as many sections as
required. In such a delay line the delay per section
is ■/LC and the characteristic impedance is
The upper cut-off frequency can toe calculated from the
formula
X = 1
c V L • C
where L is the inductance in henries and C is the
capacity in farads. Two delay lines of the same
characteristic impedance 100 XI were constructed, each
containing fifteen sections and giving a total delay
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of about 8 |4.aeo. Thee® were carefully shielded from
outside effects by enclosing thera in an aluminium
housing. The one having the less mutual inductance was
found to give better shape to the output pulse and was
chosen for use. The terminating resistors at each end
of the line were made variable and the distortion in the
pulse shape displayed on the cathode ray oscilloscope
was minimised by adjusting each resistor. When proper¬
ly adjusted little distortion in the pulse shape was
noticeable. The delay time was varied by removing
individual sections and not by tapping, as pulses tend
to be reflected when tapped.
The delay line was placed between the cathode
follower and the input of the main amplifier as it was
preferable to place it here rather than at the output
of the main amplifier for reasons of impedance matching.
Later in the experiment when a more finely adjusted
delay was desired a coincidence unit type 1036c was put
in the ionization chamber circuit which had a variable
delay time of 1 usee, divided into 10 sections, while
the delay in the scintillation counter circuit was in¬
creased accordingly.
Finally a check had to be carried out to ensure
correct matching in time between the channels and this
was done by switching the delay time until the genuine
coincidence rate reached its maximum.
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ffFAFTO U
MEASUREMENT OF SOLID ANGLE
Introduction
When the collimator-depth to source diameter ratio
is small, as is the case in the present ionization
chamber, accurate determination of the solid angle sub¬
tended by the source to the colliraating hole is not an
easy matter. Sven when this could be achieved, the
slightest error in the measurement of the source dia¬
meter, collimating hole depth, or colliraating hole
diameter could cause a great error in the calculated
value of the solid angle. The coincidence experiment,
however, enables one to measure the solid angle accur¬
ately and thus to calculate the counter efficiency of
the ionization chamber.
Let NaYo be the number of coincidence counts and
Nyo the number of photons observed per unit time, sine©
21x2
for every photon from a Cm disintegration there is
an a-particle emitted at the same time, the coincidence
counting rate should be the same as the photon counting
rate provided all the a* s are detected. However, the
number of a-partides actually producing ionizations in
the sensitive volurae of the chamber, and counted, con¬
stitute a finite fraction of the total number. Therefore
we have
A/o6 £lol — A/oto
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and similarly for photons,
UxSlx = ,
A/otlfo = fit floL — A/y0 Hoi
AI<xX o
■ ■ ^Ld = —77"Nxo
The effect of purely random coincidences and the back¬
ground counting rat© of the Nal(Tl) scintillator must
be corrected for.
Random coincidences: When coincidence techniques are
e;aployed the problem of random coincidences arising from
two unrelated events is always present because of the
finite coincidence resolving time. This is particularly
so when the number of unrelated events is coraparable to
or exceeds that of related events. In general, even if
all the events under investigation were related, the
detection efficiencies of the counters ar© usually so
low that most of the events detected by each counter
are unrelated and then the equation
Ng * 2(NrN2)-? (U.1)
is used to determine the random coincidence rate, NR.
However when the detection efficiencies are as great
as in the present study of a-Y coincidences, related
events become more numerous, and the above formula needs
correction. Let us assume that the counting loss due to
the dead time effect of each channel is negligible. We
define NR* to be the number of purely random coincidences
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and Nq to be the number of genuine coincidences. Then,
if v/e consider a pulse in channel 1 that is not related
to any pulse in channel 2, the probability per unit time
that this pulse should be observed in coincidence with
a pulse in channel 2 appears on first sight to be 2SUC.
w!t>
This, however, is not correct since from the number of
pulses Ng we must subtract the pulse# which have
already triggered the coincidence unit, producing
coincidences coming into the genuine category. Thus the
Y ex. n.do-in,
purely/coincidence rate 1L( is given by
V a • V(N2 " V
This formula reduces to the correct form in both limits
of (l) no genuine coincidences » 0
V 38 2?rNlN2 (U.2a)
and (li) all pulses related N1 - N2 s NC
V = 0 (h.2b)
whereas equation (k*l) does not hold for this caBe.
If we assume, to start with, that is equal to
the measured coincidence rate we can then determine
Kg* from equation (l+,2), thus converging on its true
value by successive approximations.
In order that this procedure could be adopted, an
accurate determination of the coincidence resolving time
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was required. This was obtained by taking the coin¬
cidence counting rate between the pulses from two com-
oho
pletely independent sources - Cm a-particle pulses
2U1
from the chamber and Am Y-ray pulses from the
scintillation counter - thus the recorded counting rate
was due to random coincidences alone. As an alter¬
native the conditions prevailing in the main experiment
could be very closely simulated by introducing a long
delay in the ionization chamber output and observing
phg
random coincidences between L-X-rays from Cm and
unrelated a-partides from the same source. Both methods
were found to give agreement within the experimental
error.
The Coincidence Units In order to measure the solid
angle subtended by the a-particle source at the colli¬
mator it was not critical which energy region was
selected, subject to some uncertainty as to whether
there exists any a-Y correlation.
The output from the scintillation counter was fed
into an EKCO type H 568 amplifier and the output pulse
passed to the channel 1 input of a Harwell type 1036c
coincidence unit, the counting rate of this channel
being recorded by a Type 200 scaler.
The a-particle pulses recorded by the chamber
passed from the head amplifier to an N 568 linear puis®
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amplifier, the maximum gain of which was 86 db. with a
possible attenuation of *40 &b, in steps of 2 db, It
was usually set at an attenuation of 16 db, The output
pulses from this amplifier were fed into channel 3 of
the coincidence unit, the single channel counting rate
being recorded by another Type 200 scaler. Coincidences
between channels 1 and 3 were also registered by a
scaler of the same type.
The delaye between the crystal detector and the
a-particle detector were equalized by inserting an
external delay line of the type discussed above (p, 56 )
having a delay time of about 2 psec. A final adjust¬
ment was obtained using the small variable delay pro¬
vided in the coincidence unit until coincidences were
observed. The delay time of the external delay line
was determined by increasing it until the observed
coincidence rate reached its maximum, while the inter¬
nal delays of both channels were set equal.
Both the differentiating and integrating time
constants of each amplifier were set at 0,8 usee, for
this experiment because this setting gave shorter
pulses, thus favouring a shorter coincidence resolving
time at the expense of a slight worsening in the energy
resolution. The coincidence mixer for channels 1 and 3
of the coincidence unit had a resolving time variable
—Sij.—
"between 0.1 p.sec, and psec. and the optimum coin¬
cidence resolving time was found to be 2 usee. This
was determined from the graph between the coincidence
rate and the resolving time.
The multi-channel pulse height analyser could also
be used to measure the solid angle (if the longer
resolving time and the resulting greater number of
random coincidences were not of first importance.) An
advantage of using the multi-channel pulse height
analyser lies in its energy selection in the L X-ray
region. When L X-rays alone are used for coincidence,
the question of angular correlation does not arise.
No information on the a-Y angular correlation of
Cm2**2, Cm2**3, cm2**** or Pu238 was available, though the
a-Y angular correlation of Th230 (Io) has been investi¬
gated by Paul Palk-Vairant (195k), who found that the
emission of L x-rays following a-disintegration of
Th®30 (Io) was isotropic. Cm2**2 and Th23°(lo) are
sufficiently alike (they are both even-even nuclei with
similar simple a-disintegration schemes to make it
reasonable to assume that the emission of L X-rays
OhO
following the a-disintegration of Cm is also isotropic.
However, in the present experiment the results obtained
by the above two methods were in disagreement to the
extent of about 2 % , which was about the same as the
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ssuae as the experimental error involved in either
method. Thus it could not be established whether or
not any effects arose due to an a-Y correlation.
Jolid Angle for Photons; The photon detector
efficiency, on the other hand, could not be determined
in this manner, because the statement that * every
photon is accompanied by an ©.-particle" does not hold
the other way, that is to say, the statement that
"every alpha is accompanied by a photon" is not true.
However, if the source-to-crystal distance is
made reasonably large (3 or It cm., say) and a well
defined collimator (see Chapter III) is placed in
front of the crystal and the source diameter is known,
the solid angle can actually be calculated In terms of
complete elliptic integrals of the first and third
order, using the equation given by Paxton (1959)#
XL = 1 n - -AL le(-k) -n/\0( %A) (h.3)
K maw
where
Ryncuc — L ~T (To4 Tom.)
4- T0 TirrV
LZ 4 ( L> -f Tin)
(XShC iTayn. —
I f0 ~~ "Ln.j
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L t The ©ource-io-colllmator distance,
r« : The source diameter,o
r t The diameter of the collimator
m
Neither inhoniogeneity of the source nor inaccuracy of
the souroe-to-oryatal distance, and the diameters of
the source and the collimator are not critical for the
accuracy of the solid angle calculation under these
circumstances.
The result of the calculation was compared with
the case of a point source obtained from the approximate
relation
and at a distance greater than 3 cm. the difference
was found to be less than the experimental error arising
from other factors.
In order to confirm the above-mentioned points an
experiment was carried out in which the source-to-
crystal distance was varied and the photon counting rate
taken at different distances. Generally speaking the
intensity of radiation from a source is inversely pro¬
portional to the square of the distance and a graph was
-- .1
drawn of (intensity)*against (distance;' y showing this
relationship at various distances (Pig, i<3 «. ). In the
experiment the observed counts were first of all
D'stance
FIG. 19as The variation of counting rate (41 ) with Source-to-
Oryotal distance.
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correeted for the dead time effect and then for the
background effect of the scintillation counter. No
corrections were made for the different thicknesses of
the air, but this was not an appreciable factor at the
distances under consideration. The graph shows that at
distances greater than 3 cm, the experimental curve
practically coincides with the straight line passing
through the origin and fitted to the points lying be¬
tween the distances 3*5 cm, and 6 cm, from the source
by a least squares calculation. The statistical error
of all the points taken was less than 1% , In this
experiment, however, the lead collimator was not fitted
to the crystal and therefore a theoretical curve ob¬





3o far we have been mainly concerned with the
operation of the various instruments employed in this
research and with the large number of subsidiary
experiments which were necessary to ensure that
measurements made in the main experiment could be
correctly interpreted. The emphasis placed on trying
to consider every relevant factor, however minor, is
justified from the fact that the experiment depends
critically on the measurement of a number of absolute
as opposed to relative quantities. It was also
particularly necessary to guard against the possibility
of obtaining spurious results arising from the fact
that the recording apparatus was sensitive to events
occurring simultaneously with and very similar to the
particular phenomena under investigation. As is the
case in most coincidence work, the experiment consists
in examining a spectrum in coincidence with a second
or "gating" spectrum. However, there is this differ¬
ence "that contrary to the usual case, it is in this
"gating" spectrum that the greatest resolution is
necessary. Although the determination of relative
yields is one of the objects of the experiment, the
scintillation counter cannot resolve the individual
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lines
X-ray a nor indeed is this necessary and the combination
of high efficiency and fast reaction time of the Hal
scintillator more than compensates for the poor
resolution obtained, comparethat given by, for
instance, a proportional counter. Keeping these par¬
ticular points in view we now go on to consider the
experimental results in some detail, starting off with
a discussion of some measurements made on the source.
The Source
242
The source of Cm used in the experiment came
in the form of a thin deposit on an aluminium foil of
p
0.68 mg./cm superficial density and was prepared by
Dr. Milstedd at A.E.H.E, Harwell. Just after prepara-
242
tion the Cm alpha activity was stated by the maker
to be 1.6 MG and the total alpha-activity of Cm2*"* and
Cm2** combined was 1.2$ of the total according to the
O AO
same authority. Cm has a half-life of 162.5 days,
while the half-lives of Cm2*' and Cm2** are 35 and
19 years respectively, so that after about two half-
lives Of Cm2*2 the activity of Cm2*' and Cm2** iso¬
topes had risen to about 6$ of the total, by which
time the alpha-activity of the daughter product -ef-
p*o
Pu had also become detectable. Three peaks were
therefore observed in the alpha particle spectrum,
242
a large peak due to Cm and two lesser peaks due to
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24.3 244- 238
Cm + Cm and Pu . There was some overlap be¬
tween these peaks but in general this overlap contribu¬
ted a negligibly small part of the total spectrum so
it was possible during the course of the experiment
to keep a check on the growth and decay of the con¬
stituent activities in the sample.
The results of a number of measurements made over
the period of the work are shown in Pig. 20 and we may
make some comments on them. First of all the curve of
242
the Cm activity plotted against time is consistent
within the experimental error with the value of the
242
half-life of Cm as given in the "Table of Isotopes"
(Strominger et al., 1958). The period over which
measurements were made was too short however for any
useful information to be obtained from the results
concerning the half-lives of the longer lived nuclides
Cm2*', Cm2** and Pu2'®. As regards the growth of
238
Pu , the experimental results have been compared
with a theoretical curve based on the assumption that
out O
the activity of Pu was zero at the time of pre¬
paration, but the statistical accuracy is bad since
238
the Pu activity is very low and effects due to
scattered alpha-particles make the background correct-
243 244
ion uncertain. The decay curve of the Cm + Cm
alpha-particle group is shown in the same figure,
but once again poor statistics make a determination of
PIG.203DecayandGrowthf"ourcoCan tltuento.
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the fractional composition of this group unreliable.
243
The presence of the Cm Isotope in the source
could have some consequences for the main experiment
and hence it has to be very carefully considered. The
type of effect it is likely to produce may be seen
.
from the following considerations!
(i) About 10$ of the alpha-particles from Cm2^' lie
24?




(ii) Cm and Cm have very different decay schemes
since Cm2^2 is an even-even nucleus, while Cm2^' is
odd(A)-even(z)| moreover, far less information is
available on the decay scheme of the latter. These
238 244
remarks do not apply to Pu y and Cm , which resemble
242
Cm in many ways.
(iii) From a study of the information that is avail-
243
able in the decay of Cm it appears that up to five
times as many L X-rays may appear for disintegration
AS 242
of this nucleus -than is the case for Cm . Such a
large yield of L X-rays could have serious consequences
.
and hence it becomes a matter of importance to deter-
243
mine the fractional amount of Cm actually present.
As was noted already the growth and decay curves
discussed above give no information on this point, thoy^i
it should be pointed out that the fact that there is
some Cm2^"* present is easily confirmed by observing in
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in the photon spectrum the 226 keV and 278 keV "Y-
rays which follow its disintegration. The presence of
these Y-rays provided the basis for one of the two
243
methods used to determine the fraction of Cm in
the source and these methods will now be considered,
(i) The pulse height from the ionization enamber is
proportional to the energy of the alpha-particle and
thus the total alpha-particle spectrum cruld be cali-
242 238
brated, using the Cm peak and the Pu peak as
known points. In this way it was possible to deter¬
mine the mean energy of the "impurity" peak and ,
knowing the energies of the constituent peaks, there¬
fore to calculate the relative abundance in the peak
of Cm2*' and Cm2**. By this method it was found that
27$ of the impurity peak was due to Cm2*', though the
error in this determination was rather difficult to
assess. In particular we might consider one reason
243
why this is so. The probability that a Cm nucleus
239
should disintegrate into an excited state of Pu
244
is much greater than that a Cm disintegration should
lead to an exoited state of Pu2*^. Hence the probabil-
243
ity that a Cm alpha particle should be accompanied
244
by an electron is much greater than for a Cm alpha
particle and in addition the electrons in the former
case have a much greater mean energy. The net effect
is that the combined peak may be moved upwards to a
Cm2*3 ( ii'y)
fl.7%
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PIG. 21s Cm2^ Decay Gchaac (strorainger et al. 1958).
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higher energy, thus leading to an overestimate of the
Cm'J abundance. However, the solid angle for alpha-
particle detection is so small that only about 2 % of
electrons would be simultaneously observed with the
alpha-particle and so it appears that the effect is
hardly likely to be serious. Another difficulty how¬
ever is that the energy difference of the two groups
-are-only about 11 keV and hence slight variation of the
position of the impurity peak would affect the estima¬
tion of the Gm2^ content considerably,
(it) The second method used was to deduce the number of
Cm2**-* disintegrations from a measurement of the inten¬
sity of the 226 keV and 276 keV Y-rays. Aearo ct nl.
has
(1953) have measured the absolute intensity of these
has
Y-rays and-have deduced that they occur in about 30%
h i S
of all disintegrations. However, their results are
rather doubtful due to uncertainties in the geometrical
h I S
factor for their Nal crystal.
The relative intensities of the Y-rays from Cm2^
have been measured by Newton et al. (1956) and the
results are given in the table below.
Unfortunately no figure for the number of Y-rays
per alpha-particle is given in this work, hence tola
number had to be estimated from a study of the decay
scheme of Cm2^ (Fig. 21), In Newton's paper it was
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TABLE V.l.
Relative Intensities of Cm243 7-raye (Newton et al. , 1956)
Energy 102.15 keV 117 210 228 277
relative
Intensity 3.6
1.4 0.5 0.65 1.00
suggested that the multipolar! ties of the 209 keV, 226
key and 277 keV transitions were a mixture of E2
and ML• However more recent values of internal con¬
version coefficients suggest that they are probably nearly
pure Ml and hence their absolute intensities could
checked.
be calculated with the us® of 311v*s table of internal
conversion coefficients, the valueb being 25.8 % of
24. "5
Cm a-disintegration. Ihus a measurement was made
of the intensities of these Y-rays which therefore
24"?
gave a figure for the amount of Cm activity present
when a correction had been made for the efficiency of
the Hal scintillator, -ffhe result, that 25 • of the
24*5
impurity in the source was due to Cm , wao in aur—
prisingly good agreement with the value obtained by
the earlier method and the accuracy of the estimates
is quite sufficient for this purpose.





Experimental Value of ^F/Ua
With this information and a knowledge of the
24*5
alpha-particle spectrum of Cm and our observed
spectrum we are now in a position to conclude that the
24*5
following Of -rays from Cm make some contribution to
the main "Cw?^n peak - 6.061 Mev (0.016$), 6.054 Mev
(0.08$), 6.005 Mev (0.014 f>) and 5.987 Mev (0.064$)
where the intensities are expressed as a percentage
242
of the total Cm a-intensity in the peak. We must
now calculate the number of L X-rays which should be
3
OA J)
observed in coincidence with these Cm * alpha-particles,
peak. The 6.061 Mev transition to the ground state
cannot of course produce any L-rays and neither can
the 6.054 Mev transition to the excited state 7 keV
above the ground state since the energy of the following
Y -ray is too low. Thus only the transitions to the
57 keV and 76 keV excited states can produce any
relevant effect. From an examination of Fig. 21 we
can see that when spin changes are taken into account
the only transitions from the 76 keV excited state
which are important are the transitions marked (1) and
(2) in the diagram and these are likely to be E2 and
MI respectively. Both these transitions are
forbidden and so rated as the relative probabilities of
their occurrence as far as the fourth power of the
energy difference between them. Thus it can be seen
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that the E2 transition is completely dominant and the
Ml transition may be neglected. In the de-excitation
of the 57 keV level however the energy difference be¬
tween the competing modes (3) and (4) is very email
and we may take it that they are equally probable .
With this estimate and with the help of Sliv's (1958)
values for the internal conversion coefficients the
total L X-ray yield following Cb2^ disintegration
in the above mentioned energy groups was calculated
to be of the order of 2.9$ of the total number of
24*5 2*58
Cm a-disintegrations and hence the observed Pu
L X-ray intensity could be corrected.
When all the corrections so far discussed were
mads, the values of the L X-ray intensity per a -
disintegration as obtained in two experiments were:
M*c
P/N<x
Experiment 1. 0.0980 ± (0.9$)
Experiment 2. 0.0945 - (2.6$)
Weighted Average 0.0971 - (0.74$)
Although the final result was obtained from only
two experimental values the consistency of the experi¬
mental results was checked many times. Other results
are not included above because of difficulties which
77-
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arose, in the selection of Cm alphas as gating
pulses for the coincidence unit. The reliability of
the coincidence count can be judged from a comparison
of (a) and (b) in Fig. 22, where it is seen that the
pulse height distribution in the coincidence spectrum
and the total spectrum of L X-rays are very similar.
The majority of the background counts in the total
spectrum are not observed in the coincidence spectrum,
while the remaining part of the background is taken
into account when the random coincidence correction
is made.
All that remains now for the calculation of the
fluorescence yields is to determine the quantities
C3 , <Z(L) / c*. (2/ ) and defined earlier (p. 19)•
for which purpose recourse must be had to the publish¬
ed work of others.
Values of and oC(L)/d( 2/)
a. (L) and a ( 2, ) have been obtained experimental¬
ly by Passell(1954)» Smith and Hollander (1956), and
Baranov and Shlyagin (1956), and theoretically by
Hose (1958) and by Sliv and Band (1958). Although
Smith and Hollander used two very high resolution
spectrometers their data on relative intensities is
rather unreliable since the photographic recording
10 30 30 *o Co ChiHHtl
2h2
FIG. 22a: Spectra of L X-rayo in Coincidence with Cm
Particles.
FIG. 22b: Total Hnectrira of t X-rays (no coincidence gating).
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was used in their work and the sensitivity of photo¬
graphic plates depends in a rather uncertain fashion
on the electron energy. On the other hand, Baranov
and Shlyagin did not have sufficient resolution
available, their background was high and they did not
specify what recording device they used. In the work
of Passellthe internal conversion peaks in the Ln. and
Lm subshells and the M shell for Uk keV Y-rays from
and are well resolved. However on the low
energy sides of the and Lm conversion peaks in
24.2
the Cm spectra there is a high background and thus
2*58
the Np v results have been accepted as being the
more reliable, Thus from ihfese data the ratios
a (L)/ a ( X ) = 0.773 and o,(L ^ )/a (L i ) =
0^ = 0.795 have been determined. A comparison with the
theoretical results of Rose for cc(L)/{a(M) + oC (L)}
=0.682 showsthat Ro8e*s figures are somewhat less,
which is not very surprising as the finite size of
nucleus was not taken into account in his calculations.
There is better agreement with the results of Sliv and
Band for C^, although they give no figures for M-shell
conversion and hence it is not possible to calculate
cc(L/oc(i:) from their data, nowever the ratio of the
conversion coefficients in the L and M shells is
usually about 3 and the result of 2.7 obtained from
Pas so ll1 s measurements is quite consistent with this.
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Yalue of F-g
Aa the crystal scintillator does not have suf¬
ficient resolution to separate out the Plutonium L
X-rays which follow on the disintegration of
we are forced to rely again on results taken elsewhere
with instruments of higher resolution. For the L
242
X-ray spectrum following the Cm disintegration
itself we have the results of Barton et al. (1951) and
Ferreira (1956), both workers having obtained their
data using bent crystal X-ray spectrometers. As be¬
fore, detection was by photographic film and the same
questions arise regarding the sensitivity of the film
when relative intensities are concerned. Added to
this is the question of how the crystal reflectivity
varies with incident X-ray energy and, taking into
account these two objections, it is not surprising
that there are considerable discrepancies between the
results of the two groups. However, it does seem that
we should be able to accept the result for those lines
whose energy difference is small and this is confirmed
from the fact that the figures from two groups agree
fairly well for such lines. It seems therefore that
combining this information with that on neighbouring
elements in a wider range of Z-values given by
Johnsson (1926) and Allison (1928) as quoted in Compton
and Allison (1935) we should be able to arrive at an
TABLEY.2







































































accurate value for the relative intensities, fte are
mainly interested in the Lj and Lm subshells and
so the relative intensities for X-rays from these
shells are tabulated in Table V»3 vhere the intensities
are corrected to the number of photons rather than the
ionization intensities as given in Compton and Allison's
original table. It should be noted that the figures
for the relative intensities of lines originating from
different subshells cannot be applied in our work, since
the method of excitation used is different. However
the relative intensities of line coming from the same
subshell should be the same. Hence the following pro¬
cedure has been adopted. From Table V.2 we can see
that Barton's results and Perreira's results are in
close agreement for the and @2 ^n@s 8X1(1 80 we can
use the ratio of the 0-j_ intensity to the P2 inten¬
sity as a measure of the ratios of the initial number
of vacancies in the L-jj_ and Ljr subshells. The P^
and P2 lines are good for this purpose since
(i) their energies lie close together, and (ii) their
intensities are reasonably high. Combining this result
with the figures in Table V.3 for relative intensities
of line originating in the same subshell, we may arrive
at a value for the relative intensities of the total
number of X-rays originating in the Lj and Ljn
subshells respectively. The final value obtained in
T/ypxfgvt?
lQtjensl,Ue8ofLGroupli esObtainedbyFluor scentExcitation W(.Tonsson)h(Alli )0( li
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this factor for was 1,26 which can. be compared with
Barton* s value of l,2h and Ferrelra* s value of 1,09,
The calculations follov/ing have been based on the
assumption that 1,26 is the correct figure,
yalx^ oy
The total fluorescence yield F/I can be obtained
from equation (1,15)* which can be put in the form
1 +Nyc. 1
* - ft" « (I'1}
Utc
The factors and are known and
" STiT" tf^r • "6 use sllv'8 valua
a(l) » 596 to calculate ^^ ^ and since c(X,) is
large, it only enters as a small term in the numerator
of (5,1) and so any small error in sliv*s value for
a(L) will have a negligibly small effect on F/I, The
result obtained is
| a 0.h78 - 0.015
cj>2, fgy ag 8111(1 a3 are determined from equations
(1,8), (1,9), (1,10) and (1,11), using a value of
0.1-5 5
® U3,9 % obtained by a least square extrapolation
of the data for 11 elements given by Kiistner and
Arenas (1935)* Stephenson (1937) and Kinsey (l9^Sa),
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Although the error in the quantity actually measur¬
ed in the present experiment is only about '74% the
errors in the values obtained for the fluorescence yield
will be considerably larger than this. Calculation of
the errors in the quantities obtained from the work of
others is rather difficulty since the limits of error
are not given in most of the original papers* Thus the
best that can be done is to compare all the available
results and arrive at an estimate of the error in this
fashion.
Gj. The experimental values for range from
.69U to .991 and the latter limit obtained from
Baranov*3 Np spectrum may be discarded since the high
background in his spectrum made accurate calculation of
almost impossible. Prom the remaining data we con¬
clude that the value we have accepted is correct to
within - 3«8 % which is generous in that it covers most
of the experimental values and gives fairly close agree¬
ment with the best (Sliv*s) theoretical value available.
In any case, the point is not very critical in that the
resultant error in ^ is only about 1 % .
Fy There is less Information available for
than for Cy Perolra*s value for F^ is less than the
value we use, which agrees closely with that obtained
by Barton and it appears reasonable to assign an error
-83-
of about 2.U % to our value. The corresponding error
in the value of derived from this, is about 1*2 % •
and make about equal contributions to the error
in f,,^ and since f2^ is the difference between two
much larger numbers the error in it is very big and is
estimated to be about k2 % .
This is a quantity which must be very care¬
fully considered since it is the dominant factor in the
determination of both w « F/I and «2. Both the values
obtained from the work of Passell (1954) and Slatis
(1954) are covered if an accuracy of - 2.5% is assign¬
ed to the value that we use here, though the values of
Smith and Hollander and Baranov and shlyagin lie
outside these limits. The reasons why their work has
been ignored are given earlier and in any case they were
more concerned with energy measurement than with inten¬
sity measurement. Thus we take it that is
correct within the limits of accuracy given above.
w,. This quantity has been the subject of about
twenty investigations, spread over some eleven elements,
and it is found by an examination of the literature
that all these determinations are in agreement to the
extent of about 2 % • This is not surprising since
toj is a reasonably easy number to measure and its
-81*.
determination is to a large extent independent of
auxiliary information. Thus we have assumed our value
of "fco correct within the limits of about 2% •
Having introduced these estimated errors into our
equations, wo are now in a position to give the final
result for the quantities we originally set out to
determine. These results ares
oi2 « 0.38 i 0.03
f23 « 0.26 - 0.12
a2 11 " 0.15
a3 = 0.55 - 0.01
piseugBjon and Sonqlu^pq
Some of the results given above are ooaspared in
Table V.h, with results from other sources on neighbour¬
ing heavy elements, though the information available
for elements in the region of z « 9U is very scanty.
Kinsey*s values were obtained by an indirect method,
based on the comparison of radiation widths and under
the assumption that » 0. However this assumption
may not hold in the region of Z >90, when Ls - Lnr Mjjr
My transitions are possible and thus his results are
not of great value to us for comparison purposes.
(1955)
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the relative intensities of L X-rays from three sub-
shells, assmaing f12 * 0. and his value for F/I was
taken from Lay*s (193^5 experiments, and Cg and 0^#
which relate to the initial vacancies, were obtained
from the absorption jump ratios.
Although there is more information on 2 a 81 and
83, there is little point in comparing them with the
present results for the reasons that (1) a sudden jump
in the value of fg^ ©xlats at % « 90 and, (2) the
values actually given for the yields for these elements
are inconcistent.
It is now quite apparent that the only useful com¬
parison that can be made is between Cochran's value for
tog in Heptunium and our own value for tog in Plutonium,
and there is clearly no inconsistency between the two
results. It can also be said that although the limit
of error is large in the value of t2y the presence of
an appreciable amount is very well proved. Apart from
this the following general conclusions may be drawn.
(i) The whole field of the L-shell fluorescence
yields suffers from a lack of experimental information
and it is quite obvious that a large amount of work
remains to be done before the situation may be con¬
sidered as satisfactory.
(ii) Not only is information lacking, but much
of it that is available is unreliable and this can be
-86-
traced to the fact that most of the experiments done
depend for their final results on auxiliary infor¬
mation obtained from other sources. In many oases an
abundance of such information exists which is, to a
large extent, self-contradictory so that it becomes
largely a matter of chance which items are accepted
as being correct,
(iii) It is believed by the writer that the
results of measurements actually made in this experi¬
ment are correct and reliable, though the final results
suffer from the uncertainties noted in (ii) above
however careful and selective one may be in the assess¬
ment of material available in the literature of the
subject. For this reason a considerable amount of
thought has been put to devising an experiment for the
determination of the I-shell fluorescent yields which
would produce all the desired information at once
and thus be independent of doubtful results obtained
elsewhere. An outline of an experiment to determine
my which it is believed, conforms essentially to
these ideas, is presented in the appendix.
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APPEHDIX
Proposed Measurer;lent of in a wider Range of 2
Introduction
The existing data on has "been compiled by
Burhop (1952) and the averaged values from the work of
Kustneir and A rends (1935)» Stephenson (1937) and Klnsey
(19h8s) have been taken to exhibit the agreement be¬
tween the experimental values and the theoretical




where &Lm is a constant. The values available however
were limited to only eleven elements and moreover in
raany cases, only one figure was available for a given
element and not a single element was investigated by
all three groups. Thus it appears that the process of
averaging is not really justified, since tinder these
circumstances a systematic error in the work of one
individual may seriously affect the entire scheme. If
OO Lm u
instead of plotting a curve of — against Z^
/ - U)L,„
for the average of the three groups, three separate
plots are made (Fig. 23) an interesting feature appears
in that, within each group the points lie on clearly
defined curves, however the nature of these curves
are all quite different. Thus it seems that the confirm¬
ation of the theoretical expression by the experimental
FIG. 23a
FIG. 23; The Variation of coy'C 3. - «*) with
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results bo far available is doubtful and in particular,
if the results of Kustner and Arends are correct the
theoretical law is not confirmed. However, when the
screening correction which has a greater effect in the
L shell than in the K shell is taken into account, the
values of KustneT and Aren&s can be made to agree with
the theory for values of ox. in the range of 2 < 80.
The theoretical law, including the screening effect,
is
and this is also shown in the figure (Fig. 23a) for
comparison purposes, the constants A and B being ob¬
tained frora Burhop* s (1955) calculations. Although
Kinaey's values seem to be in better agreement with
the later theory the data are not sufficient at this
stage to confirm the theory completely. Thus we can
only conclude that there is no real agreement on the
experimental side concerning the true values for
and that a systematic investigation of this problem
would be quite a valuable contribution to the field as
a whole.
The Method
In arriving at a method for the determination of
free from the limitations mentioned earlier, there
-89'
are two main factors to be eonslciereds (i) the form
of excitation, and (ii) the type of detector. As re¬
gards the first factor fluorescent excitation is pre¬
ferred to the use of radioactive samples, since it
reduces to a minimum the amount of auxiliary infor¬
mation required and is far more flexible in that It
places a far wider range of elements at one's disposal
for investigation. In selecting a detecting and
measuring system it seems reasonable to examine the
possibilities offered by the methods used for deter-
saining the K-shell fluorescence yields, which were
reviewed in the first chapter. These may be recalled




(iv) Solid Angle Difference Method
(v) Proportional Counter.
Method (i) is immediately ruled out for the reason
that great skill and experience are needed to distinguish
the low energy tracks and also it is difficult to
acquire good statistics. (il) is rejected for the
reason that, using fluorescent excitation, it does not
offer any easy means of determining with accuracy the
number of Initial vacancies. The use of ionization
-90
chambers as in (iii) would require that different sauries
be used to obtain the absorption coefficients of the
element, under investigation for the exciting and for
the fluorescent radiation. One could use the published
X-ray absorption data, but it Is of course desired
that the determination be independent as far as possible
of outside sources of information. The same kind of
considerations apply to method (iv), although It la a
much better method in that the same part of the sample
foil could be used for both the absorption and fluores¬
cence measurements and that the detecting efficiency
for the secondary radiation is very high, and hence a
scheme based on the use of a proportional counter (V)
has finally been considered.
If two identical proportional counters are placed
side by side to form a double counter with the sample
placed between them in a hole in their common wall,
and a collimated beam of X-rays of suitable energy is
used to excite the fluorescence, then the total number
of initial vacancies produced in the sample my be cal¬
culated by measuring the counting rate for exciting
X-rays in both counters and the initial intensity of
the X-ray beam. The latter measurement can easily be
made with a scintillation counter. Furthermore, if
the energy of the x-ray beam is carefully selected to
-91-
lle between the Lj. and Li levels, then vacancies can
occur only In the level and a measurement of the
counting rate for fluorescent X-rays in both counters,
suitably corrected for escape effects, will give the
fluorescent yield for the Ljj shell. The energy resolu¬
tion available from a proportional counter would be
<3.uite sufficient to resolve out the parts of the
observed spectrum due to the exciting X-rays and the
fluorescent X-rays respectively. Even allowing for the
extra spread in the pulse -.pectrura due to the occasional
simultaneous observation of an M X-ray it would be
necessary to shield off the counters from all Auger or
photo-electrons coming from the sample,
It might be noted that it is possible to allow for
any slight differences in the characteristics of the
two counters by reversing the direction of the exciting
beam in a repeat experiment.
This is the principle of the proposed experiment.
However, it is further suggested, for reasons to be
given below, that the double counter be made from one
circular cylinder with a plane through the axis of the
cylinder, to form the dividing wall. Thus each
counter would have a semi-circular cross section, as
shown in Pig, 2h, though, provided the position of the
wire were carefully chosen, it does not appear that the
PIG. 2hi "ropocod Double Proportional Counter for the
Measurement of
rather peculiar geometry should have any adverse effect
on the operation of the device as a proportional
>
counter. This is true for the reason that in a pro¬
portional counter the amplifying effect only takes
place in a region very close to the wire* so that
provided the field strength is sufficient* at all points
in the counter to prevent recombination of electrons
and ions* the actual form of the field is only of
importance in the region of the wire. The potential
problem posed by such a geometry may be solved by the
method of images, as calculated by Mr, 3", Byrne of this
Department, and the equations of the equipotentlal a
referred to axes through the centre of the cylinder
are given by
where r is the radius of the cylinder,
a is the dlstanoe of the wire from the dividing
wall and
It can easily be shown that in the region close to the
wire, these equipotential© become circles to a very good
approximation if a » and under these oircura-
stances the pulse height produced by the counter
« const.
-9k-
tiie most novel aspect of the arrangement arises from
the fact that the exciting beam of X-rays may be in¬
cident on the sample from any angle without upsetting
the equality of the counting rate for fluorescent
X-rays in either counter. The only difference that one
mi^ht expect at angles away from the normal would be a
sli^xt increase in counting rate, due to the extra path
in the sample traversed by the exciting X-ray beam.
However if there were any angular correlation between
the exciting and fluorescent X-ray quanta, such a
correlation should be quite apparent as a periodic
difference in counting rate between the two counters
when the source of exciting X-rays is rotated through
the full circle.
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An estimate was required of the error introduced
into the observed value of P by the contamination
of the source. If th© number of gating rails©© from
242 P43
Cm and Cm are respectively Noc, and and th©
numbers of coincident L X-ray photons are NX| and NXz
then P « Kx./Wot, and Pobs « (Nx, + Nxz)/(K^ + H<*2).
From a knowledge of the decay scheme of ' 43Cra
(Pig. S3) and of the observed line shape In the c6-psrticle
OA/±
spectrum, the fraction of all Cm ^-particles ^"hich ley
within the gating group was estimated to be 1 .8 %%
L-shell vacancies would be produced in about 0,37 of
these cases, the corresponding fraction for * l8Cm being
0.203. The total intensity of :'-43Cm o(-perticles was
estimated from the observed intensity of the 226 and 278
keV if-ray lines which have been shown by Asaro (1953) to
arise from S430ra and to have a total intensity of 0.30
per disintegration of the parent nucleus. Taking
account of the efficiency of crystal detection and the
angular apertures for ohotons and cx-particles in the
experiment, it was found that 85 (X-p^rticlee per minute
out of a total of about 21000 per minute in the gating
group were attributable to i;?43Cm.
Now Noca/N*, » 85/20915 and Nxz/Nxi = 0.37N4/0,203Na,
so that
Fobs - 1.003 P.
The correction is clearly so smell that further
refinement in relation to sub-shell effects is
unnecessary.
The discriminator determining the minimum else of
pulse entering the gating circuit was set to accept ell
oc-particles from end reject as many as possible
from 24'5Cm. No upper limit was set to the pulse size.
The? adjustment of the discriminator was correct when
the rate of counting of the gating pulses was equal to
the known rate of counting in the 84sCm peak.
The observations used for the measurement of P are
shown in table 4, For each experiment the total observed
count i" shown followed by the duration of the obser¬
vation in minutes (shown In brackets). Counts were
taken for all gating pulses (Na), all photons (Ntf), and
for all L X-ray photons in coincidence with o(-
particles (N*), Beneath each observed count the corrected
counting rate per minute is shown. Dead time corrections
were applied to all counts and correction for random
coincidences to Nx. The weighted mean of the vslues of
P is 9.31 ± 0.1 ,
The mean correction for absorption of the L X-rays
in the path between source and crystal was evaluated
knowing the absorption coefficients and the superficial
density of each material traversed. The efficiency of
the crystal was taken as unity. The resulting mean
correction factor was 1.067. The resulting mean value
of P after correcting for the contamination by Cm
was 9. 905 ± 0.1.
Table 4. Data for the evaluation of F
(Time of observation in minutes is shown in brackets.





811145 (10) 90395(100) 996 (80) 0.005160 9. 886
81151.7 (1) 914.16 (1) 10.070 (1)
530881 (85) as above 8467 (800) 0.005160 9. 057
81878.9 (1) 9.948 (1)
355943 (17) as above 131Q0(1060) 0.005160 9. 837
80974.4 (1) 9.998 (1)
415878 (80) 74004 (50) 85109(1000) 0,010879 9. 385
80830.0 (1) 1507.64(1) 81.867 (1)
* This count is required for dead time and random coin¬
cidence correction and it is therefore uncorrected for
background counts (which were «bout 888/mln,).
